
Preface

The idea for “Les ondes de l’escarpolette” (English “The waves of a rocking-chair” ) was 
born during the composing of the sound-track for a promotion picture for the Municipality of 
Tilburg-city.

There was a take when some kids played on a playground, of course with was a rocking-chair.
The swinging motion of it inspired me very much, so later I've composed this piano-solo 
work.

A few words about the way of playing the unusual techniques in this piece.

As we see for the first time, on the 4th line (page nr. 3) is a little symbol: a palm of the hand. 
At this moment the player should shape his/her palm of the hand like a half-moon and let it 
roll from the higher notes (starts with the finger-tips only)  to the low ones (through the hand-
palm, while the finger-tips are rising up until the wrist of the hand, the fingers and the hand-
palm are up) and back. 

It looks like some kind of wheel rolling on the keyboard. It should not be an up/down slide-
glissando with the whole hand-palm and fingers at once, or any kind of ordinary glissando 
with the thumb. It’s also a bit like the effect of a seesaw: one side goes up, the other down and
vice versa.

It is also important to observe that the notes which are written down should go over very 
smoothly into the above mentioned kind of roll-glissandi. It has to sound as one inseparable 
movement.

This glissando’s are getting bigger and gradually lower, which means that the player has to 
use the hand and the elbow together. It is indicated by a semitone note with a cross note-head.
These notes specify not the exact pitch, but just a rough position in that register. The principle
of rolling, but not sliding is very important here as well.

On the 5th line of the same page comes the second start of the main motif, so that the player 
has to play the left hand gliss-passages much softer to give more space to the right hand. 

On the 8th line (4 th page) we see the eighths notes with cross note heads. These ones are also 
indicating the position in the register and may be played freely, only paying attention to the 
written direction: up or down. A short time later we get only these kinds of notes, which 
means the player may play his/her own notes as long as it becomes more vast-sounding, 
louder and gradually higher.

On the 10th line we get a vast, shrill tremolo between the Left and the Right hands, which is 
almost on the top of the manual. From that point the Left hand separates from the Right one 



by playing a full slow-gliss cluster made by the whole hand-palm, the wrist and the elbow. 
This cluster ends up with a whole cluster-accent sustained by the right pedal, because it 
should last as long as possible. At the same moment the Right hand plays arpeggio waves 
which start very small, grow much bigger and then shrink back to the little ones in the middle 
register. This part concludes smoothly by a written down, “non veloce” passage of the Right 
hand. 

The way of playing the following lines are clear, because it’s basically written down. The 
only thing is the playing of some hand-palm glissando’s during the delicate part of the “Les 
ondes de l’escarpolette”: don’t forget to keep the right sustain-pedal down (the dampers up) 
during the first half of “Molto espresso e libero.”

In the second part “Rubato” (page 7) the idea is to play the main theme completely 
surrounded by up and down “finger-hand-palm-elbow movements”, which have to be a fully 
integrated element of the whole. 
The most extraordinary ones are the waves “from elbow to the finger-tips”  (line 30) : it starts 
at the bottom and goes up to the top of the instrument and back again. It’s slightly similar to 
ordinary piano arpeggio’s as we know them, but this time they are made buy the huge arm-
hand movements of both  hands. It’s like the way a brake-dancer elegantly moves his arms 
during his billow street dance. 

All this is the preparation for the biggest climax of the “Les ondes de l’escarpolette”, where 
Left and Right arms play full slide-gliss-clusters, like the Left arm did before in the line 10, 
but this time starting with both arms (and hand-palms) from almost “outside the border” of the
keyboard gliding through each other somewhere in the middle, and moving back again to near
the “outside”. It`s a kind of criss-cross action. 
The player may choose which arms play the black keys and which one the whites. Every top 
point is a heavy accent, made with almost the whole body. It is followed up for the third time 
by hard closing the piano-lid and kicking the right pedal in to let the strings freely vibrate.

After a long fermata comes the coda (the right pedal still down, dampers up; see the page 8) - 
based on the well defined notes of the main swing motif. Its important to put gentle all the 
fingers of the L.H. wide on different strings to damp it, this will avoid the chromatic 
glissando.

Finally, it’s important to say that this piece introduces a new fashion of techniques whose 
performance style I think, needs to be thought of as being as organic as the rest of it: certainly 
this new performance should not be seen as being merely an optional addition for the standard
written parts, but instead it must remain a vital part of the composition in its entirety.

The composer


